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Experimental Section

General Considerations

All anaerobic manipulations, including non-aqueous electrochemical measurements, were 

performed under a nitrogen atmosphere using standard Schlenk techniques or in an MBraun 

Labmaster glovebox. Deionized water was used for all aqueous experiments or measurements. All 

reagents were purchased from commercial venders and used as received. 1D 1H NMR data were 

recorded on a Varian Inova 400 MHz spectrometer and 2D NMR data on Varian Inova 600 MHz 

NMR spectrometer at 22 ºC. UV-visible spectra were recorded with an Agilent Cary 60 UV-visible 

spectrometer. Mass spectra were recorded using positive electrospray ionization on a Thermo 

Electron Corp MAT-95XP spectrometer. Ammonia1 and hydroxylamine2 were analyzed according 

to literature protocols. Potentiometric titrations were performed at 25.0 ºC on a Mettler Toledo pH 

meter. The NaOH solutions for titration experiments were freshly prepared using deionized water 

to minimize carbonate formation. 

Physical Methods

Electrochemical measurements were recorded on a CHI 600D electrochemical analyzer (CH 

Instruments). Cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out in an argon purged, air-tight, 

single compartment cell while controlled-potential experiments (CPE) electrolysis experiments 

were carried out in a two compartment cell. Working electrode: glassy carbon electrode (3×3 mm2, 

CH Instruments) for cyclic voltammetry, carbon rod electrode (0.5 cm in diameter, 5 cm in length) 

for CPE. Auxiliary electrode: platinum wire (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%). Pseudo-reference electrode: 

Ag wire (Alfa Asear, 99.99%) for non-aqueous solution and Ag/AgCl (CH Instruments, 1M KCl, 

-0.006 V vs SCE) for aqueous solution. The final redox potentials measured under non-aqueous 

conditions were calculated by comparing the measured potentials with E1/2 of Fc+/Fc in the same 
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solution. The reproducibility of all cyclic voltammetry experiments are verified by several repeated 

scans. Average peak current densities calculated from multiple scans were used for quantitative 

kinetic studies. X-Ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were recorded by PHI versaprobe II XPS. 

Dynamic light scattering was recorded by Malvem Nano-ZS instrument. 

Synthesis of Compounds

[Co(DIM)Br2]+ (DIM = 2,3-dimethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-1,3-diene) and 

[Co(TIM)Br2]+ (TIM = 2,3,9,10-tetraazacyclotetradeca-1,3-diene) were prepared according to 

literature procedures. NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ was previously reported with lower 

frequency instrument, resonances were not fully assigned.3 Crystals suitable for single crystal X-

ray diffraction were directly obtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into its MeOH solution of 

[Co(DIM)Br2]+.

Characterization of [(DIM)CoBr2]+:  1H NMR (CD3OD, 600 MHz):  6.02 (2H, br, NH); 4.36 

(2H, d, J = -16.3 Hz, CHb); 3.85 (2H, t, J = -16.3 Hz, J = 12.7 Hz, CHc); 3.24 (2H, t, J = -12.1 Hz, 

J = 12.0 Hz, CHf); 2.86-2.98 (6H, m, CHg and CHi&j); 2.78 (6H, s, CHa); 2.42 (2H, d, J = -16.3 

Hz, CHe) and 2.25 (2H, q, CHd). The resonance at  = 6.02 ppm disappears over time due to 

exchange with deuterium from the NMR solvent. ESI-MS (MeOH): calcd for [(DIM)CoBr2]+: 

(C12H24CoBr2N4) m/Z: 442.97 (M+), found: 443.0. M  = 578 S•cm-2•mol-1.

Preparation of [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+: A 20 mL vial (wrapped with aluminum foil) was charged 

with AgNO3 powder (51 mg, 0.3 mmol, 3.05 eq) and a solution of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ (50 mg, 0.096 

mmol) in methanol (15 mL) at ambient temperature. The resulting solution of mixture was left at 

room temperature with stirring. After stirred overnight, the off-white precipitate (AgBr) was 

removed through filtration and a brown solution was collected. The solution was dried under 

reduced pressure to give a red-brown powder (28 mg, 59%). Crystals suitable for single crystal X-
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ray diffraction were directly obtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into its MeOH solution of 

[(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+. 1H NMR (CD3OD, 400 MHz):  6.84 (2H, br, NH); 4.31 (2H, d, J = -17.53 

Hz, CHb); 3.74 (2H, m, CHc); 2.90 (2H, d, J = -17.53 Hz, CHi/j); 2.87 (6H, s, CHa); 2.79-2.84 (2H, 

m, CHg/f); 2.76 (2H, d, J = -7.36 Hz, CHi/j); 2.65 (2H, d, J = -7.36 Hz, CHg/f); 2.50 (4H, m, CHd). 

The resonance at  6.84 ppm disappears over time due to exchange with deuterium from the NMR 

solvent. M  = 638 S⸱cm2⸱mol-1.

Electrochemical Calculations

Faradaic efficiency calculation. The amount of NH3 generated through CPE at -1.05 V vs SCE was 

quantified by the indophenol method.1 Solution for CPE experiment: 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ and 

100 mM NaNO3 in H2O (20 mL), pH = 3.5.

Ammonia quantification shows 23.6 × 10-3 mmol was generated by the CPE experiment. Thus, 

according to equation (1), 189.2 × 10-3 mmol electrons were used for NH3 generation. 

NO3
- + 10H+ + 8e-  NH4

+ + 3H2O     (1)

Since 18.7 C (194.78 × 10-3 mmol, background subtracted) electrons were consumed in total 

according to the total charge accumulation diagram, the Faraday efficiency can be calculated as:

(e- used for NH3 generation)/ (total e- consumed) = 189.2 × 10-3/194.78 × 10-3 = 97.1%.

After the solution (0.5 mM [(DIM)CoBr2]+ + 100 mM NaNO3, 15 mL) was electrolyzed under -

1.05 V vs SCE for 2hr, 25.7 mol NH3 was found by indophenol test. Since total 7.5 mol 

[(DIM)CoBr2]+ was used for electrocatalysis, turnover number (TON) = 25.7/7.5 = 3.4 for the 2 

h electrolysis.
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Figure S1. 1H NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ (solvent: CD3OD) with peak assignments based 

on COSY, HSQC and NOESY spectra (Figure S2 - Figure S4), s = protio impurities in CD3OD.

Figure S2. COSY45 NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ (solvent: CD3OD), s = protio impurities 

in CD3OD.
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Figure S3. HSQC NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ (solvent: CD3OD), s = protio impurities in 

CD3OD.

Figure S4. NOESY NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ (solvent: CD3OD), s = protio impurities in 

CD3OD.
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Figure S5. Homodecoupling 1H NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+. 

Figure S6. 1H NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ (solvent: CD3OD), ), s = protio impurities in 

CD3OD.
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Figure S7. COSY45 NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ (solvent: CD3OD), s = protio 

impurities in CD3OD.

Figure S8. HSQC NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ (solvent: CD3OD), s = protio impurities 

in CD3OD.
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Spectra of Aqueous Speciation 

UV-vis Spectroscopy. The UV-vis spectra of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ in MeOH and H2O (Figure S9a) 

suggest the bromide ligands are hydrolyzed in aqueous solution. Hydrolysis is reversible, as 

revealed by the spectral changes when an aqueous solution of [Co(DIM)Br2]+  is titrated with Br- 

(Figure S9b).        

Figure S9. (a): UV-vis spectra of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ in MeOH (orange) and H2O (blue). (b): UV-vis 

spectra of 2.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ in H2O with different concentration of KBr.  
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1H NMR spectroscopy in D2O. In contrast to [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+, which shows a single resonance 

at  2.95 ppm for the DIM methyl groups, two such resonances ( 2.88 ppm and 2.81 ppm) are 

observed in  the 1H NMR spectrum of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ in D2O (Figure S10). It is notable that the 

chemical shift for the methyl groups in [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ is different from those observed for 

[Co(DIM)Br2]+. This suggests that at least two different species are present in aqueous solutions 

of [Co(DIM)Br2]+.
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Figure S10. 1H NMR spectra of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ (top) and [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ (bottom) in D2O.
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pH Titration. The initial pH of 2.5 mM solutions of both [(DIM)CoBr2]+ and [(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+ 

are acidic (pH = 3.2 for [(DIM)CoBr2]+ and 2.78 for [(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+, consistent with proton 

loss from ligands. Two pKa’s are observed for both [(DIM)CoBr2]+ (pKa1 = 5.2, pKa2 = 9.0. Figure 

S11a) and [(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+ (pKa1 = 5.0, pKa2 = 9.0. Figure S11b). 

Figure S11. Titration of 50 mL, 2.5 mM [(DIM)CoBr2]+ (a) and [(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+ (b) with 50 

mM NaOH solution. 
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Electrocatalytic Activity of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ and [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+. 

The cyclic voltammograms of [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ and [Co(DIM)Br2]+ in the presence of nitrate 

are similar (Figure S12), indicating that both complexes provide access to the same active species 

for NO3
- reduction. 

Figure S12. Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(DIM)Br2]+  (red) and [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+  (blue) with 

10 mM NaNO3. GC electrode, scan rate = 5 mV/s, pH = 4.3.
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Figure S13. E1/2 of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+  with 50 mM Na2SO4 in H2O solution with 

different pH. GC electrode, scan rate = 2000 mV/s.
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Foot of the Wave Analysis (FOWA)

Since we were unable to attain purely kinetic conditions, we used the FOWA to determine the 

rate law for the first chemical step of electrocatalysis.4-5 The FOWA plots the catalytic current 

density vs. normalized potential, exp(-F/RT(E-Eredox)), see Fig. S14, where Eredox corresponds to 

the Co(DIM)/Co(DIM)- couple. Since the slope of each FOWA curve of Figure S14 is equal to 

,4 linear relationships are expected to be observed by plotting slope of each curve vs. 2𝐹𝐴𝐶0
𝑃 𝐷 𝑘𝐶0

𝐴

 (catalyst concentration) and  (substrate concentration) (Figure 8, insets). Since we do not 𝐶0
𝑃 𝐶0

𝐴

know the Co(DIM)/Co(DIM)- potential, we have approximated it as Eredox -1.05 V vs SCE, which 

is likely to be the two electron couple, based on the computational studies. The real potential for 

the Co(DIM)/Co(DIM)- wave will be less negative than this value by an unknown amount. Test 

calculations show that the value chosen for Eredox does not affect the conclusions regarding the 

dependence of the catalytic rate on the concentration of catalyst, nitrate or protons in the FOWA. 

However, the value of Eredox has a significant impact on the values obtained for the rate constant. 

For this reason, we are not confident in reporting rate constants from the electrochemical 

experiments and we cannot reliably determine the TOF. 
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Figure S14. Foot of wave analysis (FOWA) of catalytic NO3
- reduction by [(DIM)CoBr2]+ under 

different concentrations of (a) [(DIM)CoBr2]+ (catalyst), (b) [NO3
-] (substrate) and (c) [H+]. The 

slope for the FOWA = which was used in Figure 8, inset.2𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑝 𝐷 𝑘1𝐶𝐴, 
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Substrate Selectivity 

Figure S15. (a) CV of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ with 10 mM NaNO3 in the presence of 10 mM 

NaHCO3 (blue) and 50 mM KBr (orange), pH = 6.4; (b) CV of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ with 10 

mM NaNO3 in the presence of 10 mM NaH2PO4 (blue) and 50 mM KBr (orange), pH = 6.7; (c) 

CV of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ with 10 mM NaNO3 in the presence of 50 mM KOTf (blue) and 50 

mM KBr (orange), pH = 4.6; (d) CV of 0.5 mM [(DIM)CoBr2]+ with 100 mM NaNO3 in the 

presence of 100 mM Na2SO4 (blue) and 100 mM KBr (orange), pH = 4.1. Working electrode: 

glassy carbon.
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Tests for Catalyst Homogeneity 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). It has been reported that during the catalysis of nitrate 

reduction catalyzed by [Co(cyclam)Cl2]+, the catalyst is absorbed on the surface of electrode, with 

the intactness of the catalyst confirmed through XPS.6 

XPS was similarly used to investigate the homogeneity of the [Co(DIM)Br2]+ catalyst. 

Following several CV scans of an aqueous [Co(DIM)Br2]+ solution with NO3
- substrates, the GC 

electrode is gently rinsed with deionized water, and the surface is analyzed by XPS. These 

measurements revealed small amounts of Co and N (Figure S16), with overall ratio C: 98.4%, N: 

1.5%, Co: 0.2%. It is notable that all the N is consistent with N-III (N of DIM ligand) and not NV 

(N of NO3
-), suggesting that the rinse removed soluble compounds such as NO3

-.7 No Br was found 

on the electrode surface, consistent with the aqueous speciation studies (see above). Overall, the 

XPS experiments suggest that small amount of catalyst is adsorbed on the surface of electrode 

while most of the catalyst, electrolyte, substrate and reduction product are soluble and washed off 

by the gentle rinse.     
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Figure S16. High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of N 1s (a), Co 2p (b) and Br 3d (c) 

regions of glassy carbon electrode after six scans of catalytic NO3
- reduction from 0 to -1.3 V vs 

SCE. Solution: 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+, 10 mM NaNO3 and 50 mM KBr (blue curves). Green 

curves after the electrode was polished with Al2O3 powder and sonicated.

Rinse Test. A rinse test was also undertaken to further detect possible active catalyst deposition 

at the electrode surface. After several scans of a solution containing 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+, 10 

mM NaNO3 and 50 mM KBr, the GC electrode is gently washed and used to scan the CV in a 

solution with 10 mM NaNO3 and 50 mM KBr only. No catalytic current is observed after the rinse, 

which indicates that no sufficient active catalyst deposited on the electrode (Figure S16).      
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Figure S17. Cyclic voltammograms of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ and 10 mM NaNO3 (6 scans, blue) 

and 10 mM NaNO3 with rinsed electrode right after CV experiments with catalyst (orange), 

electrolyte: 50 mM KBr. Glassy carbon electrode, pH = 4.3, scan rate = 5 mV/s.  

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and UV-vis. DLS and UV-vis experiments were used to test 

for nanoparticle formation following electrolysis of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ solution with 100 mM 

NaNO3 (10 min electrolysis, -1.05 V vs SCE) . DLS measurements with 0.002% standard latex as 

reference (Figure S18) did not show evidence for nanoparticle formation following electrolysis. 

Additionally, no new bands are observed in the UV-vis spectrum (Figure S19) following 

electrolysis, also suggesting that no nanoparticles are formed.
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Figure S18. Dynamic light scattering studies of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ + 100 mM NaNO3 after 

electrolyzed for 10 min at -1.1 V vs SCE (Initial pH = 3.5, 0.002% standard latex is added for 

reference). 

Figure S19. UV-vis spectra of 0.5 mM [Co(DIM)Br2]+ + 100 mM NaNO3 before electrolysis 

(orange) and after electrolyzed for 10 min (blue), initial pH = 3.5.  
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Macrocycle Properties

Although the overpotential is large, [Co(DIM)Br2]+ has attractive properties as an electrocatalyst 

for nitrate reduction. Specifically, electrocatalysis is observed under milder conditions than for 

[Co(cyclam)Cl2]+ and operates with a carbon electrode, without the need for a heavy metal 

electrode. Additionally, [Co(DIM)Br2]+ has better product selectivity, producing only ammonia, 

whereas [Co(cyclam)Cl2]+ produces both ammonia and hydroxylamine.8-10 Since the potential for 

electrocatalysis is the same as for ligand reduction, this suggests that the redox-active diimine 

moiety of DIM ligand is important for the improved catalytic activity. 

In addition to its redox active nature, the DIM ligand has the potential to engage in hydrogen 

bonding through the amine donors. To test this hypothesis, the catalytic activity of a related 

macrocyclic complex, [Co(TIM)Br2]+ (TIM = 2,3,9,10-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11- 

tetraazacyclotetradeca-1,3,8,10-tetraene) toward NO3
- reduction was investigated. In the absence 

of substrate, the CV of this complex shows three waves for reduction, with the first two occurring 

at similar potential to those of [Co(TIM)Br2]+, suggesting that these two macrocycles have similar 

donor strengths. However, the CV of [Co(TIM)Br2]+ in the presence of nitrate does not show a 

catalytic current (Figure S20). This is consistent with the N-H groups of the DIM ligand being 

important for catalysis, although other factors cannot be easily ruled out.
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Figure S20. Cyclic voltammograms of 0.5 mM [Co(TIM)Br2]+ (orange) and 0.5 mM 

[Co(TIM)Br2]+ + 10 mM NaNO3 (blue), GC electrode, 50 mM KBr, scan rate = 5 mV/s, pH = 4.3. 

Structure of [Co(TIM)Br2]+ complex (inset).
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Reference pKa and Conductivity Data

Table S1. Selected pKa values for Co(III) complexes.a

Complex pKa1 pKa2 Reference

[(DIM)CoBr2]+ ~5 ~9 this work

[(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+ ~5 ~9 this work

[Co(OH2)]3+ 2.92(4) - 11

[Co(tn)2(OH2)2]3+ 4.98 - 12

cis-[Co(trien)(H2O)2]3+ 5.3(5) 7.8 ± 0.1 13

cis-[Co(NH3)4(OH2)2]3+ 5.7 7.94 14

cis-[Co(nta)(H2O)2] 6.71 - 15

a Ligand abbreviations: tn = 1,3-diaminopropane, nta = nitrilotriacetate, trien = 
triethylenetetramine

Table S2. Molar conductivity of complexes in water a

Complex Molar conductivity in water (S⸱cm2⸱mol-1)

[(DIM)CoBr2]+ 638

[(DIM)Co(NO3)2]+ 578

1:1 118-131

2:1 235-273

3:1 408-435

4:1 ~560

a Literature values taken from references 16-17
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Computational Methods

General Methodology

All structures were optimized with the B3LYP18-21 functional including Grimme’s D2 dispersion 

correction22 (B3LYP+D2) unless noted otherwise. These optimizations were performed using the 

implicit SMD23 model (with the exception of bromide ion where the default PCM model was used, 

see below) to account for solvent effects using either water or acetonitrile depending on what 

experimental results were being compared to. Frequencies were calculated for all optimized 

structures using the harmonic oscillator approximation to verify that the structures were true 

minima with no imaginary frequencies. The results of these frequency calculations were also used 

to calculate zero-point energy and entropic corrections to the free energy at 298.15 K and 1.0 atm 

using standard statistical mechanical conventions. Additionally, wavefunction stability tests were 

performed on all complexes to verify the nature of the electronic state, and only complexes with 

stable wavefunctions were reported.

A smaller basis set (BS-I) was used for the geometry optimizations and the frequency 

calculations. The electronic energies were then determined from single point energy calculations 

performed on these geometries with a larger basis set (BS-II) that also incorporated diffuse 

functions. Both BS-I and BS-II employed an SDD pseudopotential (ECP10MDF) and 

accompanying basis set for Co.24-25 Br was also modeled with an SDD pseudopotential 

(ECP10MDF) and associated cc-pVTZ-PP basis set for BS-I, while the larger aug-cc-pVTZ-PP 

basis set was used for BS-II.26 All other atoms used 6-31G* for BS-I27-28 and 6-311+G** for BS-

II.29-30 An ultrafine grid was used for all calculations. The final solvated free energy (Gsol) was 

then adjusted31 to have the standard state concentration of 1 M or 55.5 M for water, a correction 
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of -1.9 and -4.3 kcal/mol, respectively. All DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian 

09 software package Revision D.01.32 

Calculated reduction potentials (E0) were determined relative to the normal hydrogen electrode 

(NHE) through equation S1:

 (Eq. S1)E0 (eV )   Gsol

nF
 4.28

Here, Gsol is the change in solvated free energy upon reduction, n is the number of electrons 

transferred, in our case this is always one, and F is Faraday’s constant. The calculated potentials 

are referenced to NHE by subtracting the absolute reduction potential of NHE, 4.28 V.33 This value 

of NHE is determined by the aqueous solvation free energy of the proton, 265.9 kcal/mol, and this 

solvation energy was also used when calculating pKas. Note that much work has been done on 

determining the absolute value of NHE, and not all estimates agree,33-39 and hence our calculated 

values may be subject to a modest systematic error. This will have no significant effect on our 

major conclusions. Furthermore, we were able to successfully benchmark this methodology 

against experimentally known Co(III) reduction potentials as shown in the next section. The 

calculated values vs. NHE are reported relative to SCE (0.2412 vs. NHE)40 or Fc/Fc+ (0.41 vs. 

SCE)41 when necessary. As mentioned above, the PCM model was used for calculating the 

solvated electronic energy of the bromide anion. It was found that using the SMD value for 

bromide resulted in worse agreement with matching the experimental data in this paper 

(speciation/pKas). Furthermore, using the PCM, the solvation energy of bromide (solvated energy 

- gas phase energy) was calculated to be -64.51 kcal/mol. With SMD this was calculated as -53.08 

kcal/mol. Given that an accurate estimate of this value is -68.3 kcal/mol,33 it is clear that the PCM 

value was more accurate and should be used preferentially. 
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Calculated Structures vs. Experimental Crystal Structures

Table S3. Selected bond lengths and angles for calculated and experimental [Co(DIM)Br2]+ 

structure. Refer to Figure 1 for the atom labels.

Calculated Experimental

Co-Br1 2.4605 Å 2.4009(4) Å

Co-Br2 2.4598 Å 2.4040(4) Å

Co-N1 1.9430 Å 1.930(2) Å

Co-N2 1.9474 Å 1.924(2) Å

Co-N3 1.9941 Å 1.970(2) Å

Co-N4 1.9941 Å 1.975(2) Å

Br1-Co-Br2 177.190  177.39(2) 

Table S4. Selected bond lengths and angles for calculated and experimental [Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ 

structure. Refer to Figure 1 for the labels of atoms.

Calculated Experimental

Co-O1 1.9249 Å 1.919(3) Å

Co-O4 1.9287 Å 1.929(3) Å

Co-N1 1.9604 Å 1.929(2) Å

Co-N2 1.9394 Å 1.939(4) Å

Co-N3 1.9811 Å 1.964(2) Å

Co-N4 1.9839 Å 1.958(4) Å

O1-Co-O2 169.393 169.54(1)
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Details on electronic structures of proposed intermediates

As was mentioned in the manuscript, of all the species we considered only three had 

calculated reduction potentials that were close to -1.0 V (see Figure 7): [Co(DIM)(OH)Br]+ (-1.24 

V), [Co(DIM)(OH2)OH]2+ (-0.97 V) and [Co(DIM)(OH)2]+ (-0.9 V). These intermediates showed 

both unusual and varied electronic structures, and highlighted some of the computational 

difficulties related to ligand dissociation in this system. For [Co(DIM)(OH)Br] +/0, the reported 

value was calculated for a species in which the DIM ligand is reduced instead of the metal (i.e. it 

is formally Co(III)DIM(-I)). Co is preferably reduced before the DIM ligand for virtually all 

complexes considered, and usually the Co(III)DIM(-I) state could not be located. The alternative 

metal-reduced electronic state of [Co(DIM)(OH)Br]0 was located as well, but resulted in a 

complex with a very long Co-Br bond (~3.2 Å), suggesting a possible ligand dissociation. While 

we do not consider this structure reliable, it is worth noting that it is significantly lower in energy 

than the structure displaying the ligand-based reduction, resulting in a calculated reduction 

potential of ~ -0.7 V, placing the experimental peak potential (-1.0 V) midway through these two 

values. While it is difficult to definitely assign the nature of [Co(DIM)(OH)Br]0, the range of 

calculated reduction potentials strongly suggests that this species is relevant electrochemically. 

Ligand-based reduction was also found for [Co(DIM)(OH2)OH]2+, as metal reduction resulted in 

ligand loss, while the more typical metal-based reduction was determined to occur for 

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]+.

Methodology Verification

The computational methodology’s ability to predict reduction potentials was tested for 

several Co(III) complexes that have experimentally known reversible III/II couples so as to gauge 

the accuracy of the calculations. The chosen complexes (see Figure S20) are all octahedral, 
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undergo metal-centered reduction in aqueous solution, and contain neutral nitrogenous ligands. As 

not all of the complexes considered in this study possess these features, we also included 

[Co(DIM)Br2]+, although its reduction potential had to be calculated in acetonitrile where it was 

measured reversibly. Table S5 lists the calculated E0 values compares them with experiment. For 

each complex, the potential was calculated going from the low-spin singlet Co(III) to the high-spin 

quartet Co(II), as the calculations found that the quartet was slightly lower in energy than the 

doublet. The one exception to this was Co(DIM)Br2 which was found to be a ground-state doublet. 

No potential spin-state equilibrium effects were accounted for so as to avoid any issues with the 

uncertainty of the calculated spin-state energetics. These effects are not expected to be large in this 

case, as previous computational work by Baik and coworkers found that for [Co(tacn)2]3+ spin-

state equilibria had only a minor effect on the calculated reduction potential of ~0.05 V.42

Figure S20. Test set for evaluating the accuracy of the computational methodology.
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Table S5. Calculated and experimental reduction potentials for the test set in Figure S20. All 

values are reported in V vs. SCE, and were calculated/measured in water with the exception of  

[Co(DIM)Br2]+ which was determined in acetonitrile.

Complex E0 (calc) E0 (expt) 

[Co(sep)]3+ -0.53 -0.5443 0.01

[Co(phen)3]3+ 0.23 0.1444 0.09

[Co(en)3]3+ -0.21 -0.4645 0.25

[Co(tacn)2]3+ -0.47 -0.6246 0.15

[Co(DIM)Br2]+ -0.15 -0.03 -0.12

The chosen complexes have reduction potentials that vary from -0.62 to 0.14. For every 

system but [Co(en)3]3+ the computational methodology was able to successfully match the 

calculated reduction potential within 0.2 V. Even [Co(en)3]3+, which had the largest error, only 

deviated by 0.25 V. The methodology was able to predict the reduction potentials of the test set 

with a mean signed error of 0.08 V and a mean unsigned error of 0.13 V. This is an excellent 

agreement, and likely as accurate as can be expect from the combination of DFT and implicit 

solvation models. Interestingly, these results were dramatically worse when the default PCM 

solvent model in Gaussian 09 was used (IEF-PCM). While this data is not presented here, for 

several complexes the calculated redox potentials with the IEF-PCM were ~1 V more positive than 

the SMD values. While the source of this error is currently unclear, any researchers attempting to 

calculate Co electrochemistry with DFT should be aware of this problem. 

Note that the reduction potentials are systematically calculated as being too positive for the 

tricationic test set in Figure S20. However, the reduction potential for the more electron rich 
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[Co(DIM)Br2]+ is calculated as being too negative by 0.12 V. While this is an acceptable error, it 

is important to realize that as these complexes become more electron-rich, the error may continue 

to be exacerbated, and as such it is expected that that the error in calculated reduction potentials 

will be worse for the second reductions when compared to the first reductions. Furthermore, these 

calculations are representative of the methodology’s ability to accurately match metal-based 

reductions, and it was not clear a priori whether this error would be smaller or larger for ligand-

based reductions.

Ideally this would be evaluated by calculating the second, ligand-based reduction potential 

of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ as it was determined experimentally to be -0.90 V vs. SCE. As mentioned in the 

main text however this was not possible to do, as any attempt to optimize the structure of the 

direduced complex, [Co(DIM)Br2]−, resulted in dissociation of a bromide ligand. This is an 

unfortunate flaw in the computational methodology which suggests that it exaggerates ligand 

dissociation/bond-weakening in solution and that lack of a computationally determined minimum 

should not then be taken as proof that a given complex does not exist as a stable minimum in 

solution. 

Despite this, an attempt was still made to computationally estimate the second reduction 

potential. A “window” for the reduction potential can be determined by considering first the 

monobromo Co(II) complex [Co(DIM)Br]+, which did not undergo ligand dissociation upon 

reduction and its reduction potential was calculated as -1.38 V vs. SCE. It is reasonable to expect 

that neutral Co(DIM)Br2 will not be reduced at a potential more positive than [Co(DIM)Br]+, and 

this provides an upper bound for the window. In addition, [Co(DIM)Br2]− was optimized in 

acetonitrile but the Co−Br bonds were frozen at their lengths in the optimized Co(DIM)Br2 

complex. As some degree of bond lengthening will undoubtedly occur upon reduction, the 
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calculated energy of this constrained structure should be higher than what the true complex should 

be. A reduction potential determined using this structure therefore should be too negative, and 

provide the lower bound of the window. Using this structure a potential of -1.76 V was calculated. 

This analysis leads to the conclusion that the present methodology would predict a potential 

between -1.38 V and -1.76 V, a range that is much more negative than the measured potential of -

0.90 V. While some argument could be made that the constrained structure used to estimate 

[Co(DIM)Br2]− may be over-exaggerating how negative this reduction potential could be, it is 

much harder to rationalize how the calculated reduction of the monobromo would not be a true 

upper bound, and -1.38 V is already far too negative compared to experiment.

The error in the calculated reduction potential of Co(DIM)Br2 likely arises from two 

sources: one is that the methodology is not able to predict ligand-centered reductions as well as it 

can metal-based reductions. Recall that it was possible to accurately reproduce the metal-centered 

reduction of [Co(DIM)Br2]+ and other Co(III) complexes. The second source of error is that this 

reduction is occurring on a much more electron rich complex than the other models in the test set 

going from a neutral complex to an anionic one, in addition to possessing two anionic ligands. 

Although this error is certainly disappointing, these results can be applied usefully to the rest of 

the data set. First, the formally Co(III) to Co(II) reduction potentials of the Co(DIM) complexes 

considered in this study were likely determined with good accuracy, as the dramatic error only 

appeared for the second reduction. Second, we can assume that calculated formally Co(II) to Co(I) 

reductions are more negative than they should be. Moreover, the more anionic the ligand becomes, 

the greater the error.
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Additional Discussion on the Computational Prediction of Active Species Formation

The method benchmarking analysis performed above offers additional insight into the 

accuracy of our computational predictions in Figure 5, with the data now being more consistent 

with experiment. The reduction of [Co(DIM)]2+ was calculated at -1.20 V, which is reasonably 

similar to the observed peak potential, but still too negative. This is especially true considering 

that it should be close in value to the calculated first reductions of the complexes in Figure 5, if 

not more positive (resulting in two-electron chemistry and only one electrochemical signal). Given 

the error for the calculated metal-centered reduction of the dibromo complex, it can be expected 

that the ligand-based reduction of [Co(DIM)]2+ should also be too negative which is exactly what 

was observed. This error is likely less than what is observed for the dibromo complex, however, 

as [Co(DIM)]2+ is dicationic instead of neutral and probably less susceptible to error. 

A less clear case is the reduction of [Co(DIM)(OH2)(OH)]2+ which was calculated at -0.97 

V vs. SCE. As discussed in the previous section, this was a ligand-centered reduction (the metal-

centered reduction always lead to ligand loss), one of the rare cases where it was possible to locate 

a Co(III)-DIM(-I) complex. Being a ligand-centered reduction, it could again be assumed that it 

will be calculated as too negative. However, Co(III)-DIM(-I) is less electron-rich than 

Co(DIM)Br2 (another instance of dication vs. neutral) so depending on which of these features is 

more crucial may dictate how accurate this potential is. Overall then the benchmarking here shows 

that the computational methodology does have its flaws, but that the results obtained support the 

conclusions and assignments for the speciation relevant to the electrochemistry and catalysis 

presented in the manuscript.
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Calculated Square Schemes

The following figures show the calculated square schemes that were used to determine the 

complex speciation and relevant electrochemical pathways. For each scheme, the horizontal 

pathways correspond to one-electron reductions and the number reported is the calculated 

reduction potential vs. SCE in V. The vertical pathways correspond to ligand loss/binding and the 

number reported is the calculated Gsol in kcal/mol. Any molecules in grey could not be optimized 

due to ligand dissociation. To conserve space, the DIM ligand is represented in a very abbreviated 

form.

Figure S21. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)Br2]+. 
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Figure S22. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH2)2]+3.

Figure S23. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH2)Br]+2. 
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Figure S24. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH)Br]+. 

Figure S25. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]+. 
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Figure S26. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH2)(OH)]2+. 

Figure S27. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+. 
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Figure S28. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH2)(NO3)]2+. 

Figure S29. Calculated square scheme showing investigated electrochemical pathways for 

[Co(DIM)(OH)(NO3)]+. 
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Electronic Structure Issues Relevant to the Mechanistic Analysis

Figure S30. Reaction coordinate diagram for the “monodentate” nitrate reduction pathway shown 

for all examined spin states. Note that for the formally Co(III) species (3 and 5) the “AF” 

designations no longer apply as the ligand is no longer reduced. 

Figure S31. Reaction coordinate diagram for the “bidentate” nitrate reduction pathway shown for 

all examined spin states. Note that for the formally Co(III) species (5) the “AF” designation no 

longer applies as the ligand is no longer reduced. 
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Figure S32. Reaction coordinate diagram for the “proton-assisted” nitrate reduction pathway 

shown for all examined spin states. Note that for the formally Co(III) species (7) the “AF” 

designation no longer applies as the ligand is no longer reduced.
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Figure S33. Schematic of electron transfer for different electronic states of [Co(DIM)(NO3)]0.
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Figure S34. Electronic structure of 3 in the quintet state. (a) Singly occupied NOs (isovalue = 0.05 

e/Å3). Note the large amount of oxygen character in the * orbital in the upper left. (b) Calculated 

Mulliken spin on the oxygen and Co atoms. (c) Simplistic scheme showing how the electronic 

structure of 3 can be described in terms of resonance structures and formal oxidation states.

Substrate Selectivity and Catalyst Inhibition

While electrocatalytic nitrate reduction by [Co(DIM)Br2]+ is completely inhibited by common 

anions, including H2PO4
- and HCO3

-, other anions such as OTf- and SO4
2- do not inhibit catalysis. 

DFT calculations showed that HCO3
- and H2PO4

- binding energies to various Co(DIM) complexes 

are stronger (more negative) than nitrate, while the binding energy of OTf- is weaker (Table S6). 

This is especially true for Co(III), but less dramatic for the formally Co(I) species. The strong 

binding energies of these anions to the catalyst could potentially prevent nitrate from binding and 

undergoing reduction. These computational results agree with the experimental data with the 

exception of the sulfate binding energy, which is the strongest in all cases. The protonation state 

of the anions was chosen for weakly acidic conditions (~4-6), which results in sulfate being the 
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only dianion, and hence electrostatically it will have the strongest binding energy with the Co ion. 

That sulfate is calculated to bind the strongest either means that there is some other mitigating 

factor that prevents sulfate from inhibiting the reaction (perhaps the interaction of sulfate with 

water for example), or that the mechanism for inhibition by the other anions is not related to their 

ability to bind to Co more strongly than nitrate. Further investigation of the reaction mechanism 

will be needed to clarify this. 

Table S6. Calculated ligand binding free energies of common anions to Co(DIM) catalyst at pH 7 

in kcal/mol.

G (kcal/mol) Co(DIM)IIIL Co(DIM)IIIL2 Co(DIM)III(OH)L Co(DIM)IL

NO3
- -4.3 -8.5 -9.3 1.8

HCO3
- -9.5 -15.4 -14.3 0.5

H2PO4
- -10.7 -14.0 -14.2 -0.9

SO4
2- -15.3 -13.8 -16.2 -2.1

L

OTf - -1.6 -5.4 -8.7 3.3

Calculated Energies

Table S7. Electronic energies (E), zero-point energies (ZPE), entropic corrections to free energies 

(−TS), enthalpies (H), and solvated Gibbs free energies (Gsol) calculated with DFT. Solvated free 

energies not adjusted for concentration are listed as G′. All optimizations were done with the SMD 

correction for solvent (water unless specified otherwise), hence E contains the solvation effects. 

The temperature (T) was set to 298.15 K, and the pressure to 1 atm. All values are reported in 

kcal/mol. The concentration of all species is considered to be 1 M with the exception of water, 

which is treated as 55.5 M. 
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Complex E ZPE -TS H Gsol G'

[Co(DIM)Br2]+ singlet -1048410.42 234.94 -43.73 -1048162.04 -1048203.87 -
1048205.77

[Co(DIM)Br2]+ singlet
Optimized in acetonitrile -1048419.94 234.84 -43.66 -1048171.65 -1048213.42 -

1048215.31

[Co(DIM)Br2]+ triplet -1048396.34 233.85 -46.18 -1048148.56 -1048192.84 -
1048194.74

[Co(DIM)Br2] doublet -1048505.78 233.33 -46.84 -1048258.37 -1048303.31 -
1048305.21

[Co(DIM)Br2] doublet
Optimized in acetonitrile -1048515.62 232.88 -47.64 -1048268.49 -1048314.23 -

1048316.13

[Co(DIM)Br2] quartet -1048502.80 231.55 -48.17 -1048256.74 -1048303.02 -
1048304.92

[Co(DIM)Br]2+ singlet -786648.96 234.22 -40.71 -786402.53 -786441.34 -786443.24

[Co(DIM)Br]2+ triplet -786649.70 234.05 -41.36 -786403.38 -786442.85 -786444.75

[Co(DIM)Br]2+ quintet -786633.96 232.57 -43.60 -786388.65 -786430.35 -786432.25

[Co(DIM)Br]+ doublet -786767.60 233.44 -41.72 -786521.73 -786561.55 -786563.45

[Co(DIM)Br]+ quartet -786766.93 231.70 -44.72 -786522.14 -786564.96 -786566.86

[Co(DIM)Br] AF-singlet -786836.68 231.47 -41.98 -786592.57 -786632.66 -786634.55

[Co(DIM)Br] AF-triplet -786838.61 230.18 -44.08 -786595.30 -786637.48 -786639.38

[Co(DIM)Br] quintet -786832.51 229.76 -44.60 -786589.51 -786632.22 -786634.11

[Co(DIM)]3+ singlet -524880.13 233.16 -38.70 -524635.79 -524672.59 -524674.49

[Co(DIM)]3+ triplet -524894.16 232.78 -39.92 -524650.11 -524688.13 -524690.03

[Co(DIM)]3+ quintet -524881.23 230.95 -40.04 -524638.69 -524676.83 -524678.73

[Co(DIM)]2+ quartet -525021.39 230.66 -41.05 -524778.84 -524817.99 -524819.89

[Co(DIM)]2+ doublet -525024.60 232.74 -39.26 -524780.57 -524817.94 -524819.84

[Co(DIM)]+ singlet -525099.03 230.94 -38.80 -524856.66 -524893.56 -524895.46

[Co(DIM)]+ triplet -525099.63 231.09 -39.21 -524857.18 -524894.48 -524896.38

[Co(DIM)]+ AF-triplet -525097.91 229.92 -40.19 -524856.27 -524894.56 -524896.46

[Co(DIM)]+ quintet -525094.47 229.41 -40.37 -524853.29 -524891.77 -524893.66

[Co(DIM)(H2O)2]3+ singlet -620897.10 268.56 -41.65 -620615.39 -620655.14 -620657.04

[Co(DIM)(H2O)2]3+ triplet -620887.20 266.99 -43.72 -620606.34 -620648.16 -620650.06

[Co(DIM)(H2O)2]2+ doublet -621010.27 265.31 -44.48 -620730.68 -620773.26 -620775.16

[Co(DIM)(H2O)2]2+ quartet -621006.63 262.83 -46.55 -620728.77 -620773.42 -620775.32

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]3+ singlet -572886.39 250.92 -40.12 -572623.22 -572661.45 -572663.34

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]3+ triplet -572891.61 249.83 -41.22 -572629.27 -572668.59 -572670.48

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]3+ quintet -572873.40 248.01 -42.60 -572612.39 -572653.09 -572654.99

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]2+ doublet -573018.20 248.95 -41.82 -572756.46 -572796.38 -572798.28

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]2+ quartet -573017.05 247.28 -42.76 -572756.91 -572797.78 -572799.67

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]+ triplet -573090.93 246.96 -42.24 -572830.99 -572871.33 -572873.23

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]+ AF-singlet -573091.15 247.16 -41.49 -572831.04 -572870.63 -572872.53

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]+ AF-triplet -573090.51 245.50 -43.51 -572831.57 -572873.19 -572875.09

[Co(DIM)(H2O)]+ quintet -573085.72 245.20 -43.51 -572827.10 -572868.70 -572870.60

[Co(DIM)(H2O)Br]2+ singlet -834655.04 251.40 -43.00 -834390.19 -834431.29 -834433.19

[Co(DIM)(H2O)Br]2+ triplet -834643.14 250.15 -44.86 -834379.06 -834422.01 -834423.91

[Co(DIM)(OH)Br]+ singlet -834368.14 242.78 -42.50 -834112.08 -834152.69 -834154.58
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[Co(DIM)(OH)Br]+ triplet -834351.61 241.73 -44.46 -834096.21 -834138.77 -834140.67

[Co(DIM)(OH)Br] doublet -834440.50 240.50 -43.77 -834186.41 -834228.28 -834230.18

[Co(DIM)(OH)Br] doublet -834451.59 240.42 -45.91 -834197.14 -834241.15 -834243.05

[Co(DIM)(OH)]2+ singlet -572609.75 241.69 -40.45 -572355.74 -572394.29 -572396.19

[Co(DIM)(OH)]2+ triplet -572609.71 241.83 -40.83 -572355.70 -572394.63 -572396.53

[Co(DIM)(OH)]2+ quintet -572602.32 240.11 -42.41 -572349.51 -572390.03 -572391.92

[Co(DIM)(OH)]+ quartet -572722.41 238.59 -43.40 -572470.69 -572512.20 -572514.09

[Co(DIM)(OH)]+ doublet -572714.45 240.19 -41.49 -572461.65 -572501.24 -572503.14

[Co(DIM)(OH)] AF-singlet -572783.80 238.49 -40.80 -572532.69 -572571.59 -572573.49

[Co(DIM)(OH)] triplet -572780.97 237.98 -41.74 -572530.25 -572570.10 -572571.99

[Co(DIM)(OH)] AF-triplet -572789.92 237.31 -43.23 -572539.46 -572580.79 -572582.69

[Co(DIM)(OH)] quintet -572784.37 236.68 -43.86 -572534.37 -572576.33 -572578.23

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]+ singlet -620324.70 250.38 -41.58 -620061.13 -620100.81 -620102.70

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]+ triplet -620307.41 248.67 -43.23 -620045.13 -620086.46 -620088.36

[Co(DIM)(OH)2] doublet -620396.93 248.17 -42.26 -620135.39 -620175.75 -620177.64

[Co(DIM)(OH)2] doublet -620395.10 246.91 -44.34 -620134.06 -620176.51 -620178.41

[Co(DIM)(OH)2] quartet -620400.95 245.58 -45.37 -620140.95 -620184.42 -620186.32

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]- singlet -620452.63 246.73 -40.71 -620192.87 -620231.68 -620233.58

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]- triplet -620457.51 243.60 -44.71 -620199.54 -620242.36 -620244.26

[Co(DIM)(OH)2]- quintet -620458.70 243.59 -45.27 -620200.64 -620244.01 -620245.90

[Co(DIM)(OH)(OH2)]2+ singlet -620615.10 258.98 -42.09 -620342.72 -620382.92 -620384.82

[Co(DIM)(OH)(OH2)]+ doublet -620694.74 257.15 -42.60 -620424.07 -620464.78 -620466.68

[Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ singlet -877038.21 255.03 -49.47 -876767.20 -876814.78 -876816.67

[Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ triplet -877027.42 253.35 -51.56 -876757.51 -876807.17 -876809.07

[Co(DIM)(NO3)2]+ quintet -877004.54 251.45 -52.51 -876736.07 -876786.69 -876788.58

[Co(DIM)(NO3)2] doublet -877145.82 252.48 -53.17 -876876.29 -876927.56 -876929.46

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]2+ singlet -700958.71 244.09 -43.83 -700701.03 -700742.96 -700744.86

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]2+ triplet -700962.41 242.95 -45.76 -700705.49 -700749.36 -700751.25

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]2+ quintet -700946.77 242.12 -46.64 -700690.43 -700735.17 -700737.06
[Co(DIM)(NO3)]2+ singlet 

bidentate -700968.07 245.97 -41.08 -700709.31 -700748.49 -700750.39

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]2+ triplet 
bidentate -700957.67 243.46 -44.81 -700700.42 -700743.33 -700745.23

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]2+ quintet 
bidentate -700942.80 242.09 -46.54 -700686.45 -700731.09 -700732.99

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]+ quartet -701086.35 241.16 -47.55 -700830.67 -700876.32 -700878.22

[Co(DIM)(NO3)]+ doublet -701086.24 242.32 -46.48 -700829.69 -700874.27 -700876.17

[Co(DIM)(NO3)] triplet -701157.87 241.05 -46.06 -700902.65 -700946.82 -700948.72

[Co(DIM)(NO3)] AF-triplet -701158.40 239.64 -47.31 -700904.15 -700949.57 -700951.46

[Co(DIM)(NO3)] quintet -701153.05 239.21 -48.21 -700899.13 -700945.44 -700947.34

[Co(DIM)(NO3)] AF-singlet -701158.19 241.03 -45.37 -700902.96 -700946.44 -700948.33
[Co(DIM)(NO3)(H2O))]2+ 

triplet -748957.10 260.14 -48.08 -748681.66 -748727.85 -748729.75

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(H2O)]2+ 
singlet -748967.85 261.21 -45.69 -748691.90 -748735.69 -748737.59

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(H2O))]2+ -748938.57 258.83 -47.11 -748664.50 -748709.71 -748711.60
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quintet

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(H2O)]+ 
doublet -749078.75 258.71 -48.83 -748804.33 -748851.26 -748853.16

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(H2O)]+ quartet -749074.26 257.46 -49.41 -748800.89 -748848.40 -748850.29

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(H2O)] triplet -749148.49 256.68 -49.34 -748875.86 -748923.30 -748925.20

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(OH)]+ triplet -748670.19 251.43 -46.92 -748403.71 -748448.73 -748450.63

[Co(DIM)(NO3)(OH)]+ singlet -748683.50 252.34 -46.39 -748416.34 -748460.83 -748462.73

Nitrite -128847.36 4.91 -17.30 -128840.02 -128855.42 -128857.32

Bromide -261741.10 0.00 -11.63 -261739.61 -261749.35 -261751.25

Nitrate -176051.56 8.75 -18.58 -176040.23 -176056.92 -176058.82

Water -47986.87 13.14 -13.87 -47971.36 -47980.95 -47985.23

Hydroxide -47677.25 5.18 -12.28 -47670.00 -47680.39 -47682.29

Bicarbonate -166079.74 16.62 -18.96 -166060.32 -166075.00 -166079.28

Dihydrogen phosphate -404035.99 22.65 -22.62 -404009.08 -404029.80 -404031.70

Sulfate -438939.41 9.48 -20.46 -438926.76 -438945.32 -438947.22

Triflate -603553.82 16.94 -25.55 -603531.77 -603553.04 -603557.32

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)]2+ singlet -690994.36 251.91 -43.75 -690728.78 -690770.63 -690772.53

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)]2+ triplet -690996.85 250.51 -44.22 -690732.74 -690775.07 -690776.96

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)]2+ quintet -690983.44 250.31 -45.85 -690719.02 -690762.97 -690764.87
[Co(DIM)(HCO3)]2+ triplet 

bidentate -690989.69 251.26 -45.05 -690724.49 -690767.63 -690769.53

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)] singlet -691173.93 249.71 -44.43 -690910.29 -690952.83 -690954.72

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)] AF-singlet -691187.58 248.78 -45.32 -690924.52 -690967.94 -690969.83

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)] triplet -691186.76 248.92 -45.52 -690923.68 -690967.30 -690969.20

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)] AF-triplet -691188.46 247.51 -47.00 -690926.29 -690971.39 -690973.28

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)] quintet -691182.87 246.65 -47.98 -690921.31 -690967.39 -690969.28

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)2]+ singlet -857106.39 270.16 -49.94 -856819.84 -856867.89 -856869.79

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)2]+ triplet -857093.09 267.99 -53.36 -856807.90 -856859.36 -856861.26

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)2]+ quintet -857073.43 266.98 -53.20 -856789.13 -856840.43 -856842.32
[Co(DIM)(HCO3)(OH)]+ 

singlet -738716.93 260.07 -46.33 -738441.92 -738486.36 -738488.26

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)(OH)]+ triplet -738697.15 258.57 -47.35 -738423.33 -738468.78 -738470.68
[Co(DIM)(HCO3)(OH)]+ 

quintet -738689.04 257.65 -48.57 -738415.90 -738462.58 -738464.47

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)(H2O)]2+ 
singlet -739002.52 269.05 -45.80 -738718.63 -738762.54 -738764.44

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)(H2O)]2+ 
triplet -738991.08 267.81 -47.30 -738707.97 -738753.37 -738755.27

[Co(DIM)(HCO3)(H2O)]2+ 
quintet -738971.21 266.11 -48.77 -738689.36 -738736.23 -738738.13

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)]2+ singlet -928951.02 258.29 -46.59 -928677.63 -928722.33 -928724.22

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)]2+ triplet -928954.72 257.16 -48.47 -928682.10 -928728.67 -928730.57

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)]2+ quintet -928941.65 256.64 -48.86 -928669.45 -928716.42 -928718.31

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)] singlet -929130.95 255.90 -47.66 -928859.61 -928905.37 -928907.27

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)] AF-singlet -929145.47 255.18 -48.14 -928874.61 -928920.85 -928922.75

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)] triplet -929144.85 254.84 -49.15 -928874.22 -928921.47 -928923.37

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)] AF-triplet -929146.33 253.80 -50.81 -928876.25 -928925.16 -928927.06
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[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)] quintet -929141.82 253.44 -50.36 -928872.21 -928920.67 -928922.57

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)2]+ singlet -1333022.30 283.56 -54.58 -1332719.81 -1332772.49 -
1332774.38

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)2]+ triplet -1333005.94 281.37 -57.76 -1332704.80 -1332760.66 -
1332762.56

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)2]+ quintet -1332991.62 280.03 -58.57 -1332691.60 -1332748.27 -
1332750.17

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)(OH)]+ 
singlet -976674.18 266.63 -49.30 -976391.20 -976438.60 -976440.50

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)(OH)]+ 
triplet -976655.31 265.19 -50.08 -976373.52 -976421.70 -976423.60

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)(OH)]+ 
quintet -976647.64 264.40 -50.88 -976366.47 -976415.45 -976417.34

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)(H2O)]2+ 
singlet -976959.08 275.49 -49.06 -976667.27 -976714.44 -976716.33

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)(H2O)]2+ 
triplet -976948.65 274.08 -50.93 -976657.75 -976706.79 -976708.69

[Co(DIM)(H2PO4)(H2O)]2+ 
quintet -976930.15 272.71 -51.79 -976640.39 -976690.29 -976692.18

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]+ singlet -963858.43 244.18 -45.81 -963599.83 -963643.75 -963645.64

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]+ triplet -963861.33 243.41 -47.39 -963603.27 -963648.76 -963650.66

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]+ quintet -963849.68 242.97 -47.58 -963591.94 -963637.62 -963639.52

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]- singlet -964034.19 242.29 -45.45 -963777.45 -963821.00 -963822.90

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]- AF-singlet -964048.05 241.58 -46.13 -963791.74 -963835.97 -963837.87

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]- triplet -964047.19 241.44 -46.71 -963791.04 -963835.85 -963837.75

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]- AF-triplet -964049.64 240.21 -49.67 -963794.11 -963841.89 -963843.79

[Co(DIM)(SO4)]- quintet -964043.63 239.89 -48.74 -963788.50 -963835.34 -963837.24

[Co(DIM)(SO4)2]- singlet -1402829.51 255.33 -53.24 -1402556.54 -1402607.88 -
1402609.78

[Co(DIM)(SO4)2]- triplet -1402818.88 253.89 -54.74 -1402546.94 -1402599.78 -
1402601.67

[Co(DIM)(SO4)2]- quintet -1402802.16 252.54 -55.96 -1402531.19 -1402585.25 -
1402587.15

[Co(DIM)(SO4)(OH)] singlet -1011578.65 252.78 -47.68 -1011310.37 -1011356.15 -
1011358.05

[Co(DIM)(SO4)(OH)] triplet -1011559.64 251.08 -48.55 -1011292.74 -1011339.39 -
1011341.29

[Co(DIM)(SO4)(OH)] quintet -1011551.71 250.10 -50.20 -1011285.41 -1011333.71 -
1011335.61

[Co(DIM)(SO4)(H2O)]+ singlet -1011865.03 261.47 -47.46 -1011588.03 -1011633.59 -
1011635.49

[Co(DIM)(SO4)(H2O)]+ triplet -1011854.96 259.72 -49.55 -1011579.09 -1011626.74 -
1011628.64

[Co(DIM)(SO4)(H2O)]+ quintet -1011838.80 259.13 -50.22 -1011563.41 -1011611.73 -
1011613.63

[Co(DIM)(OTf)]2+ singlet -1128458.21 252.06 -49.16 -1128189.91 -1128237.17 -
1128239.06

[Co(DIM)(OTf)]2+ triplet -1128463.84 251.20 -50.96 -1128196.09 -1128245.15 -
1128247.05

[Co(DIM)(OTf)]2+ quintet -1128444.18 249.26 -53.65 -1128177.75 -1128229.51 -
1128231.41

[Co(DIM)(OTf)] singlet -1128648.65 250.18 -49.78 -1128382.04 -1128429.92 -
1128431.81

[Co(DIM)(OTf)] AF-singlet -1128662.60 249.48 -50.62 -1128396.47 -1128445.19 -
1128447.09

[Co(DIM)(OTf)] triplet -1128661.92 249.33 -51.55 -1128395.91 -1128445.56 -
1128447.46
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[Co(DIM)(OTf)] AF-triplet -1128660.51 247.74 -52.93 -1128395.59 -1128446.62 -
1128448.51

[Co(DIM)(OTf)] quintet -1128655.95 247.52 -52.52 -1128391.29 -1128441.91 -
1128443.81

[Co(DIM)(OTf)2]+ singlet -1732039.38 270.90 -60.74 -1731747.12 -1731805.96 -
1731807.86

[Co(DIM)(OTf)2]+ triplet -1732032.42 269.43 -63.08 -1731741.08 -1731802.26 -
1731804.15

[Co(DIM)(OTf)2]+ quintet -1732007.73 267.56 -64.40 -1731717.78 -1731780.28 -
1731782.18

[Co(DIM)(OTf)(OH)]+ singlet -1176186.21 260.36 -52.34 -1175908.32 -1175958.76 -
1175960.66

[Co(DIM)(OTf)(OH)]+ triplet -1176176.91 259.87 -52.68 -1175899.48 -1175950.26 -
1175952.16

[Co(DIM)(OTf)(H2O)]2+ 
singlet -1176468.15 269.52 -51.06 -1176181.29 -1176230.46 -

1176232.36

[Co(DIM)(OTf)(H2O)]2+ triplet -1176459.58 268.23 -53.54 -1176173.45 -1176225.09 -
1176226.99

[Co(DIM)(OTf)(H2O)]2+ 
quintet -1176436.72 266.35 -53.94 -1176152.12 -1176204.16 -

1176206.06
(Figure 9) 4 AF-singlet -701139.61 240.91 -43.79 -700884.84 -700926.73 -700928.63

(Figure 9) 4 triplet -701140.19 240.88 -44.69 -700885.40 -700928.19 -700930.09

(Figure 9) 4 AF-triplet -701150.71 239.96 -45.67 -700896.45 -700940.22 -700942.12

(Figure 9) 4 quintet -701148.69 239.60 -47.14 -700894.61 -700939.85 -700941.75

(Figure 9) 5 AF-singlet -701144.55 242.01 -43.63 -700888.66 -700930.39 -700932.29

(Figure 9) 5 triplet -701147.29 240.07 -47.08 -700892.47 -700937.65 -700939.55

(Figure 9) 5 quintet -701157.31 239.63 -46.84 -700902.94 -700947.89 -700949.78

(Figure 9) 3 AF-singlet -572294.82 234.31 -39.36 -572048.59 -572086.06 -572087.96

(Figure 9) 3 triplet -572298.65 233.80 -40.65 -572052.72 -572091.48 -572093.37

(Figure 9) 3 quintet -572311.31 233.42 -41.49 -572065.59 -572105.18 -572107.08

(Figure 9) 7 singlet -701475.56 250.00 -43.29 -701211.63 -701253.03 -701254.93

(Figure 9) 7 triplet -701462.52 248.28 -46.01 -701199.65 -701243.76 -701245.66

(Figure 9) 7 quintet -701456.57 246.83 -47.29 -701194.76 -701240.15 -701242.05

(Figure 9) 6 AF-singlet -701444.06 248.46 -45.11 -701181.27 -701224.49 -701226.38

(Figure 9) 6 triplet -701440.31 248.23 -46.33 -701177.60 -701222.03 -701223.93

(Figure 9) 6 AF- triplet -701443.13 246.93 -47.32 -701181.31 -701226.73 -701228.62

(Figure 9) 6 quintet -701440.86 246.98 -47.62 -701178.99 -701224.71 -701226.61

(Figure 9) 2-4 TS AF-singlet -701138.50 239.54 -45.27 -700884.96 -700928.33 -700930.23

(Figure 9) 2-4 TS triplet -701140.55 239.31 -45.82 -700887.18 -700931.10 -700933.00

(Figure 9) 2-4 TS AF-triplet -701147.07 238.34 -46.39 -700894.33 -700938.82 -700940.72

(Figure 9) 2-4 TS quintet -701143.19 237.80 -47.77 -700890.76 -700936.63 -700938.52

(Figure 9) 4-5 TS AF-singlet -701124.71 239.54 -44.91 -700870.99 -700914.01 -700915.90

(Figure 9) 4-5 TS triplet -701124.91 239.68 -45.21 -700871.15 -700914.46 -700916.36

(Figure 9) 4-5 TS AF-triplet -701135.92 238.41 -46.60 -700882.95 -700927.65 -700929.55

(Figure 9) 4-5 TS quintet -701137.03 238.57 -46.48 -700883.99 -700928.58 -700930.48

(Figure 9) 2-3 TS AF-singlet -701129.20 239.60 -44.60 -700875.50 -700918.20 -700920.10

(Figure 9) 2-3 TS triplet -701128.31 239.68 -45.15 -700874.56 -700917.82 -700919.72

(Figure 9) 2-3 TS AF-triplet -701139.24 238.38 -47.19 -700886.21 -700931.51 -700933.40

(Figure 9) 2-3 TS quintet -701138.98 238.32 -47.46 -700886.04 -700931.60 -700933.50
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(Figure 9) 6-7 TS AF-singlet -701430.04 247.39 -45.76 -701168.25 -701212.11 -701214.00

(Figure 9) 6-7 TS triplet -701430.51 247.74 -45.13 -701168.64 -701211.87 -701213.77

(Figure 9) 6-7 TS AF-triplet -701439.14 246.59 -46.42 -701178.00 -701222.52 -701224.42

(Figure 9) 6-7 TS quintet -701438.41 246.63 -46.94 -701177.24 -701222.28 -701224.18
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